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GLUON SUPERPROPAGATOR AS THE ORIGINOF QCD POTENTIALG.P. Maliky and Usha MalikzInter-University Centre for Astronomy and AstrophysisPost Bag 4, Ganeshkhind, Pune 411 007, India(Reeived February 24, 2003)We show that the on�ning term in the widely used Cornell form ofQCD potential is derivable from the gluon superpropagator for an expo-nential form of gluon self-interation, if one assumes that the gluon�gluonoupling onstant has the harater of a running oupling onstant. Wealso onsider a rational form of self-interation.PACS numbers: 12.38.Mh, 12.38.LgThe typial form of QCD potential [1�3℄ whih has now been in use forover two deades is: V (r) = �sr � �r" � C ; (1)where r is the inter-quark distane, �s and � are, respetively, the ouplingonstants orresponding to the `Coulomb' and the on�ning parts of thepotential, " is a positive rational number and C is a onstant. We notethat RHS of (1) is to be multiplied by an appropriate olour fator whih,for a quark�antiquark pair, for instane, is (�4=3). While hoies for "have varied from 0.1 to 2.0, the most popular hoies have been 1.0 and2.0 (the linear and the harmoni osillator potentials), and these have beenemployed not only within a non-relativisti framework [1℄, but also within arelativisti framework [2, 4℄. The performane of suh models in aountingfor the experimental hadron masses to varying degrees of preision has beenimpressive.y Permanent address: Theory Group, Shool of Environmental Sienes, JawaharlalNehru University, New Delhi 110067, India, e-mail: malik�mail.jnu.a.inz Permanent address: Physis Department, Miranda House, Delhi University, Delhi110007, India. (4073)



4074 G.P. Malik, U. MalikAs is well known, the form of the above potential is based on the belief inan underlying gauge theory of hadrons, salient features of whih are asymp-toti freedom and infrared slavery. In physial terms, the latter featuremeets the phenomenologial requirement that free quarks be unobservable.Nonetheless, from the point of view of �eld theory, potentials of the form of(1) have posed a puzzle all along. Unlike the Coulomb part of the potential,whih orresponds to the Feynman diagram for one gluon exhange betweenthe bound quarks, the �eld theoreti origin (if it exists) of the on�ningpart has remained obsure. It is the purpose of this note to deal with thispuzzle. The physial basis of our approah is the non-Abelian nature ofQCD, whih gives rise to self-interations of the gauge �eld. Consequently,the gluon-exhanges between q and �q, for instane, are ollimated into atube-like shape, unlike in (Abelian) QED where the photons do not interatamongst themselves, and the photon-exhanges between two harges spreadout to in�nity in a spherial manner. We follow old ustom in referring tosuh a tube of propagators of massless and oloured gluons as the gluonsuperpropagator. We now proeed to investigate if suh a �eld-theoretionstrut an yield the on�ning term in (1), and we hoose to do so inas simple a framework as possible. Thus, we assume the gluon �eld, �(x),to be a salar �eld interating with itself via a non-polynomial interationU [�(x)℄. From what has been said above, it follows that we need to onsiderthe propagator for the ��eld� U [�(x)℄, rather than for the �eld �(x). Severalhoies for U [�(x)℄ may be suggested:11 + g�(x) ; 11 + g2�2(x) ; exp[g�(x)℄ ; et: ;where g is the so-alled minor oupling onstant. The �rst among thesehoies is the simplest rational funtion of the gluon �eld; not surpris-ingly, it is one of the most widely studied non-polynomial interations. Thesuperpropagator orresponding to it has been alulated in di�erent ways[e.g., [5, 6℄℄, and the representations so obtained � while they di�er widelyin form � have been shown to be equivalent [6℄. Let us therefore deal withthis ase �rst. If we de�neU [�(x)℄ = 11 + g�(x) ; (2)then the gluon superpropagator for the super�eld U [�(x)℄ is given byF (�(x)) = h0jT [U(�(x))U(�(0))℄j0i= 1Xn=0 g2nn!�n(x) ; (3)



Gluon Superpropagator as the Origin of QCD Potential 4075where �(x) is the usual one-gluon propagator.For the sake of ompleteness here, we reall from [6℄ the main steps in thealulation of (3). The expansion in (3) � even though formally divergent� an be summed by using the Euler�Borel formulan! = 1Z0 e���nd� ; (4)whene F (�) = Z d�e�� 1Xn=0 �g2���n : (5)Let us denote the sum in (5) by u(x); then u(x) an be regarded as theiterative solution of an algebrai equation whih, when transformed to mo-mentum spae, yieldsu(p) = (2�)4Æ4(p)� ig2�(2�)4 Z d4q u(q)(p� q)2 ; (6)where u(p) is the Fourier transform of u(x).Equation (6) an be easily onverted into an equation for the modi�edBessel funtion, and hene an be solved exatly. The momentum spaesuperpropagator, F (p2), is then found to be given byF (p2) = Z d�e��u(p; �)= (2�)4Æ4(p) + (g2)2p2g2 exp�� p2g232�2�W�2;1=2�� p2g216�2� ; (7)where W�;� is the Whittaker funtion. As has been shown [6℄, (7) an berewritten as F (p2) = g432�2 2416�2p2g2 + 1Z0 dt �(t)(t� p2g2=16�2)35 ; (8)where �(t) = (2� t) exp(�t).This form of the superpropagator resembles a weighted superposition ofpropagators for the exhange of a group of gluon �elds, as was intuitivelyexpeted. The potential implied by (8) is determined essentially by replaing



4076 G.P. Malik, U. Malikp2 in it by p2 (instantaneous approximation) and then Fourier transformingto oordinate spae. We thus have [7℄V (r) � Z F (p2) exp(ip � r) d3p(2�)3 = g2x� g2x "2� x 1Xk=0(�1)kk!x2k+2=(2k + 1)!�1F1(2; 1=2;�x2=4)#;(9)where x = 4�r=g.The above expression already brings out the rihness of struture thata non-polynomial model of gluon self-interation possesses. It is easy to seethat, for small x, (9) redues to the Cornell form of on�ning term, while forlarge x, its behaviour is ambiguous. Thus, the form of gluon self-interationgiven by (2) is unaeptable. In a way, this result is not quite surprisingbeause of the intrinsi Borel ambiguity that the theory su�ers from (seealso remarks at the end).We now turn to the exponential form of self-interation, whih does notsu�er from the Borel ambiguity. This model has been studied as extensivelyas the rational form dealt with above. The expressions for the superpropaga-tor of this theory have been obtained by Okubo [8℄, Salam et al. [5℄, and byBiswas et al. [9℄. Thus, following essentially the same proedure as outlinedabove, the superpropagator for the ��eld�U [�(x)℄ = exp[g�(x)℄ (10)is given byF (p2)jexp = (2�)4Æ4(p)� 2�p2 1Z0 d� J2(�)� exp��i p2�4�2�2� ; (11)where g2 = �i�.The QCD potential is now given byV (r) = �iZ F (p2)jexp exp(ip � r) d3p(2�)3= � g24�r 1F1(1=2; 2; g2=4�2r2) : (12)From the behaviour of 1F1(a; b; z) funtion in the limit of large z [10℄, itfollows that the potential in (12) behaves in an unaeptable manner forr ! 0. At this stage one might be tempted to abandon the exponentialmodel too. However, it seems legitimate to ask if, in some way, one ould



Gluon Superpropagator as the Origin of QCD Potential 4077�save� the situation. Interestingly enough, if one assumes that the minoroupling onstant has the harater of running oupling onstant, (12) be-omes mathematially well-de�ned. Spei�ally, if we setg � r ; (13)we obtain V (r) = ��sr ; (14)whih again has the form of the on�ning term in the Cornell potential;however, the onstant �s is now unambiguous, and is given by(1=4�)1F1(1=2; 2; 1=4�2). We onlude with the following remarks:(1) One of the harateristi features of the rational theory was enoun-tered above viz., Borel ambiguity; another suh feature is its non-loalizability. In ontrast, the exponential theory is not only free fromBorel ambiguity but is also a loalizable theory. Furthermore, the the-ory is asual, analyti, unitary and positive-de�nite. These and othervirtues of the theory have been disussed at length in [5℄. It is in thissense that the exponential theory is spoken of as a �good� �eld theory.(2) The suggestion that the strength of gluon�gluon interation has theharater of a running oupling onstant may not be onsidered as far-fethed, if one realls that the quark�gluon oupling onstant behavesin a qualitatively similar manner. Indeed, the onsiderations of thisnote are heuristi and, possibly, indiative of the diretion along whihone might look for the origin of the QCD potential. It is lear that ina more realisti approah one would onstrut the super�eld U [�(x)℄respeting the vetor nature of the gluons. Even within the restritedframework employed here, the task of unearthing the origins of severalother potentials e.g., the logarithmi and the harmoni osillator mod-els remains. Possibly, the onsiderations of the preeding paragraphwill help to rule out some of these hoies.(3) Note that the full Cornell potential, i.e., the on�ning and the Coulombparts, may be obtained by onsidering the �propagator� for the super-�eld fU [�(x)℄ � �(x)g.(4) Finally, we would like to draw attention to an approah initiatedin [11℄, whih inorporates temperature into the dynamis of the boundstate problem. For a follow up of this approah in the realm of QED,we refer the reader to referenes given in [12℄. This approah an beadapted for QCD, irrespetive of the origin or the form of the poten-tial/kernel (in the instantaneous approximation), and brings out ratherdiretly � as has been shown in [13�15℄ � the role that temperatureplays in the problem.
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